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Introduction

• Content

• LUCID-2 detector (LUCID)

• Comparison of different luminometers

• Online vs. Offline

• New in 2018 in ATLAS: Emittance scans

• Z-counting

How reliable is our luminosity measurement throughout the year?

• Covering |η|=5.6

• 17-18m from

interaction point
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Calibration of LUCID throughout the year

• Constant gain of photomultipliers (PMTs)

• Monitor with Bi-207 radioactive source directly in front 

of the PMT quartz window

• Amplitude of monoenergetic internal conversion

electrons → correct gain

Bi-207 and μ-dependence
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Calibration of LUCID throughout the year

• Constant gain of photomultipliers (PMTs)

• Monitor with Bi-207 radioactive source directly in front 

of the PMT quartz window

• Amplitude of monoenergetic internal conversion

electrons → correct gain

Bi-207 and μ-dependence

• μ-dependence corrected with track counting

• During data-taking, use μ-dependence of previous year

• Offline calibration transfer discussed by R. Hawkings

• How much could this be off? How much does it vary?

About -9% 

@ μ=40
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Calibration of LUCID throughout the year

• Constant gain of photomultipliers (PMTs)

• Monitor with Bi-207 radioactive source directly in front 

of the PMT quartz window

• Amplitude of monoenergetic internal conversion

electrons → correct gain

Bi-207 and μ-dependence

• μ-dependence corrected with track counting

• Obtain the μ-dependence for every run

• Essential to monitor this for offline luminosity

July 2017 Sept 2017

LHC Fill 6259, Sep. 30, 2017

LHC Fill 6024, July 29, 2017

Manual overlay of plots

Change of correction

by -1.5%@μ=40 from

July to Sep
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Long-term stability throughout the years

• 2016

• Main LUCID algorithm: HitOR

• Single μ-correction to LUCID

• -0.7% correction to LUCID in first

half of the year to compensate

drifts

Corrections to offline stability

• 2017

• Main LUCID algorithm: HitOR

• Two μ-corrections to LUCID

• Upwards correction of first 12 

runs for LUCID by 2%

• 2018

• Main LUCID algorithm: C12

• Single μ-correction to LUCID
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Long-term stability throughout the years

• 2016

Uncertainty due to long term stability

• 2017 • 2018

→ Placing a band around the differences of various

luminometers to LUCID = Long-term stability

uncertainty

→ Second largest individual source

→ In combination for full run 2:

• Considered as uncorrelated between data-

taking years → 0.6% (1.7% total)

Year Stability

uncertainty [%]

Total 

uncertainty [%]

2015 1.0
2.1

2016 0.7

2017 1.3 2.4

2018 0.8 2.0
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Long-term stability of other luminometers

• Count number of tracks measured in the inner

detectors (IBL+Pixel+SCT)

• Proportional to μ

Track counting

• Monitor selection efficiency in Z→μ+μ- events

• Select muons from Z→μ+μ- events

• Check if muon track passes track counting selection

• Re-optimized in 2017 for better

operational stability, while

keeping reasonable linearity

→ Track selection efficiency correction needed in 

2016, but not in 2017 and 2018
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Long-term stability

• Online luminosity from LUCID → Uses best calibration from year previous to a given data-taking year

• ATLAS preferred algorithm:

• From mid-2016: BiHitOR or Bi2HitOR

• Can be changed during data-taking

How reliable is the online information?

• In 2018: Difference between +2% and -5%

→ Depending on the exact date

• Online luminosity reliable to no better than ±5%
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New way to monitor luminometer stability in 2018

• Similar idea as vdM scan, but during physics running → Physics conditions

• Scanning of beams at start and/or end of stable-beam collision time → scan every colliding bunch pair (BCID) in 1 go

• Special (zero bias) trigger → collect LUCID and tracking data → full ATLAS trigger bandwidth given to track counting

data stream

• Today: Analysis with LUCID data

• Define specific luminosity

• Two ways to obtain this in the emittance scan

→ Fit double Gaussian to scan curve for BCID

• Σ𝑥, Σ𝑦 from integral of the fitted curved within ± 3σ

Emittance scans

ℒ𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐,0 =
ℒ𝑏

𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑛1𝑛2

ℒ𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐,𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚 =
𝑓𝑟

2𝜋Σ𝑥Σ𝑦
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Emittance scan results for LUCID

• Convolved beam widths

• Σ𝑦 (~22μm) typically larger than Σ𝑥 (~14μm)

• ATLAS crossing angle in y-direction → larger Σ𝑦 as a 

result of contribution of longitudial projection to Σ𝑦

• Are BCID-dependent variations in size (~1-2μm) real?

Comparing BCIDs in a single scan

• Luminosity monitoring with emittance scans

• Define figure of merit

• Observe bunch dependence and global downwards

trend → Cause is not clear yet (also see next slide)

𝐹𝑜𝑀 =
ℒ𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐,0

ℒ𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐,𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚
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Stability throughout 2018

• Average FoM over all bunches in fill

• Early scans = <1st hr of the fill, late scans = after that

First take-aways of emittance scan procedure in ATLAS

• Good agreement of early and late

scans

• LUCID calibration checked from

emittance scans stable within ±2%

• Global offset in FoM for LUCID of

~-2%

• Possible explanations for FoM ≠ 1

• Non-factorization, long range 

beam-beam effects, ghost 

charge, poor fit model, 3σ 

integration? 

→ Further investigations ongoing
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Stability monitoring through Z-counting

• Use physics process with large cross section and

theoretically well known for luminosity measurement: 

Z→μ+μ- production

• Fiducial rate

with C=reconstruction and trigger efficiency, 

and  𝐹= live fraction of the detector

• Fiducial definition (relevant for C)

• Two muons with

pT > 27 GeV, |η| < 2.4

• Dimuon invariant mass

within 66 - 116 GeV

• Obtain reconstruction and

trigger efficiencies (C) from

data → residual correction

from simulation

Fully independent quantifier of relative luminosity
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Validation in ATLAS

• Agreement within one LHC fill from 2017

• Estimated luminosity from Z-counting for the fill

normalized to the ATLAS luminosity (LUCID)

• Good agreement within statistical Z-counting

uncertainties

Comparison to offline luminosity

• Long-term stability with Z-counting in 2018

• Using Track counting as baseline

• Stable w.r.t. track counting, EMEC, FCal and Tile
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Comparing across experiments

• Comparison of central luminosity and Z-counting estimates between ATLAS and CMS

• ATLAS values: Full offline calibration, CMS: Online calibration

• Fully automated comparison from 2017 onwards, first offline comparisons since 2015

• Allows to monitor possible

issues in the online 

(quick after data-taking)

and the offline luminosity

estimates

ATLAS vs. CMS

→ Good agreement of

ATLAS vs. CMS within 

~5% uncertainties on 

online CMS values 

and Z-counting

from Z-counting

Potential cause: Change 

in calibration in CMS
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Summary

• LUCID = main detector for full run 2 luminosity

• Calibrated with Bi-207 and corrected for μ-dependence with track counting

• Stability w.r.t. other lumiometers → Estimate uncertainty + check for trends

• Online calibration provides luminosity information with reliability of no better than ~ ± 5%

• Emittance scans = newly implemented stability monitoring tool in ATLAS in 2018

• First analysis for LUCID → Also possible for track counting: In progress (only bunch-integrated)

• Stable calibration of LUCID within about ±2% observed → Work for improved precision still ongoing

• Z-counting = independent method to monitor relative luminosity, also across experiments

• Automated processing since 2017: http://lpc.web.cern.ch/cgi-bin/plots.py

• Allows comparison of ATLAS and CMS recorded luminosity at level of ~ ± 5%

Long-term stability and calibration in ATLAS

http://lpc.web.cern.ch/cgi-bin/plots.py
http://lpc.web.cern.ch/cgi-bin/plots.py


Backup
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Controlling the stability for Tile

• Bunch integrated luminosity

proportional to anode current

<IPMT> from photomultipliers (PMT) 

of D5 and D6 cells

• Cross calibrate to track counting in 

one fill to obtain proportionality factor

• Calibration factor between <IPMT> 

and luminosity → Changes over time

due to aging of PMTs

• Laser calibration system → 

Calibration of PMT response

Laser corrections for the Tile calorimeter

Interaction point

→ For long-term monitoring: 

• 128 D6 cells

• Inter-fill laser corrections to Tile luminosities

→ For calibration transfer:

• In-fill laser corrections → Correct PMT non-

linearities

• Correction in the presence of beams during

physics running
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Long-term stability in EMEC and FCal

• EMEC

• Constant potential between electrodes maintained by

high voltage power supply

• In case of ionisation: Drawn current on HV line → Used

for luminosity measurement

• Calibration of each EMEC channel to LUCID in one

particular (high μ) reference run each year

(LUCID μ-corrected to tracks, tracks normalized to

absolute LUCID luminosity in vdM fill)

• Pedestal subtraction → Baseline current within

~10mins before stable beams

High voltage gap currents for luminosity measurement

• FCal

• Same method for luminosity measurement as EMEC

• FCal/Tracks ratio as function of instantaneous

luminosity → quadratic polynomial decrease towards

higher luminosities

• Fit with
𝐹𝐶𝑎𝑙

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑠
= 𝑝0 + 𝑝1𝑥 + 𝑝2𝑥

2

• O(1-2%) correction based on track counting

• Done in 1 run per year (actually only done for 2018)

→ Improve stability plot for 2018
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Z-counting performance in 2018

• ATLAS values: Full offline calibration, CMS: Online calibration
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• Position at scan peak

• Crossing plane: y-direction

• Parasitic collisions away from the interaction point deflects bunches near head and tail of train differently from bunches

in the middle of the train → In agreement with expectations

Emittance scan for LUCID
Comparing several BCIDs


